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SUMMARY
This thesis is concerned with the formation, assessment, and 
application of surface layers in a semiconductor. A surface layer is 
defined to be a layer substantially the whole of which controls the 
potential distribution and electric field at the surface of a semi­
conductor,, As such, it is very shallow, typically 10oS deep,
Two methods of doping surface layers are considered, firstly 
direct implantation of impurities at low energies and secondly recoil 
implantation of impurities from a thin film. The profiles arising 
from these two approaches are predicted particularly for the preferred 
system of antimony in silicon.
Assessment techniques based on the metal-semiconductor 
(Schottky) barrier are developed with the aim of relating the total 
current passing through a Schottky barrier to the total electrical 
activity in a surface layer. This is shown to be a particularly 
powerful technique when the distribution of impurities is symmetrical 
about a point below the surface.
Electrical assessment of surface layers formed by direct 
implantation of antimony at energies in the range 5-15keV are reported as 
well as results on layers formed by recoil implantation from an 
antimony film using either krypton or neon bombardment. Rutherford 
backscattering measurements are used to monitor such things as recoil 
yield and inert gas retention and using backscattering at ’glancin 8  
incidence1 to increase the depth resolution, relevant features of 
directly implanted surface layers are obtained.
Having formed surface layers they are then applied to the 
Schottky barrier system. It is shown that using surface layers to
control the sign and magnitude of the surface field, the effective 
barrier height of a Schottlcy diode can be controlled over a wide 
range and considerable flexibility is brought to the system. This 
can be done without major degradation of any other characteristic of 
the diode.
The unique situation which arises using implanted surface 
layers enables one to obtain basic information about current transport 
in the Schottlcy barrier vital to the assessment techniques mentioned 
above. In particular, an estimate is made of the tunnelling 
effective mass in the <1 1 1 > direction in silicon.
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This thesis is concerned with the formation, assessment and 
application of doped surface layers in silicon. A surface layer is a 
layer whose electrical properties determine the potential and electric 
field in the surface region of a semiconductor and consequently it 
controls the transport of charge carriers between the bulk substrate 
region and the surface. The maximum change in potential within a 
surface layer in thermal equilibrium is , where is the semi-
q
conductor band gap, and consequently if substantially the whole of the 
surface layer, is to control the potential distribution then it must be 
very shallow, typically < 150$. if the layer is moderately or heavily 
doped. By their definition, one would expect surface layers to control 
the detailed behaviour of devices which depend on the potential 
distribution and electric field at the surface of a semiconductor.
Within this category of devices are those which use the properties of 
photoemission, secondary electon emission and the metal to semiconductor 
(Schottky) barrier. The Schottky barrier is a particularly interesting 
device within this context because it can be shown that it provides a 
useful tool for analysing surface layers and vice versa its electrical 
properties can be controlled over a wide range using surface layers.
While it is appreciated that surface layers might be formed 
by other methods, molecular beam epitaxy, for example, all the layers 
used in this work are formed by ion implantation. The excellent 
control inherent in the implantation process should enable one to 
obtain layers with well controlled properties and the process would
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
seem to be very suitable for doping very shallow layers. Chapter Two 
is therefore concerned with ion implanted surface layers and the 
conditions required to obtain layers with desirable properties. In 
particular, Chapter Two outlines properties of surface layers one 
might expect both theoretically and experimentally following direct 
implantation at low energies and recoil implantation from a thin film, 
The latter technique is interesting in a wider context because it has 
hitherto been unexplored as a method of doping semiconductors.
The surface density of active impurities in a surface layer
13 2-must necessarily be very small (< 1 0  /cm ) and consequently one is 
working at the limits of conventional electrical assessment techniques. 
It is therefore necessary to find new additional techniques suitable 
for evaluating surface layers and to this end Chapter Three is concerned 
with the Schottky barrier diode as a tool for assessing shallow layers. 
It is shown that the Schottky barrier is particularly useful when 
considering a symmetrical distribution of impurities such as that 
produced by direct implantation.
Properties of antimony doped surface layers determined from 
various assessment techniques including Schottky diode measurements 
and Rutherford back scattering are presented in Chapter Four. Where 
appropriate these are compared with theory. In many cases directly 
implanted layers provide a reference against which data on recoil 
implanted layers is compared.
The Schottky barrier diode is playing an increasingly 
important role in semiconductor devices and circuits. While in 
principle it should be possible to produce a range of barrier heights, 
in practice the choice of metal is limited by chemical and mechanical 
considerations and the barrier height tends to be determined by
properties of the interface thereby reducing the flexibility of the 
system. Chapter Five is concerned with the application of surface 
layers to the. Schottky barrier. In particular it is shown that, the 
effective barrier height may be controlled over a wide range. It is 
also argued that the triangular potential barrier provided by directly 
implanted surface layers gives a unique system with which the details 
of quantum mechanical tunnelling through a barrier can be investigated. 
This feature is presented in Chapter Six where the tunnelling effective 
mass of an electron is determined in the <1 1 1 > direction in silicon. 
Knowledge of this effective mass enables a more accurate estimate of 
the electrical activity of implanted surface layers to be determined 
from Schottky diode characteristics.
CHAPTER 2
2.1 Definition of a Surface Layer
A surface layer referred to in this work is defined as a 
layer substantially the whole of which controls the potential and 
electric field at the surface of a semiconductor in thermal equilibrium.
By qualifying the condition of the surface to be one in thermal 
equilibrium it is implied that there is no external bias between the 
surface and the substrate and the major part of the surface layer must 
be depleted by the natural built in barrier at the surface which is always 
< E , . Consequently, the maximum thickness of a surface layer of the
q
same conductivity type as the substrate (N on N) having a given doping 
concentration must be less than the thickness depleted by a potential 
Eg - . The maximum thickness is doubled for a surface layer the doping
q
of which is opposite to that in the substrate (N on P) because depletion 
occurs from both sides.
The maximum depth of a surface layer in silicon is plotted in 
Figure 2.1 against the net doping concentration in the layer. It is 
assumed that the layer is uniformly doped. Figure 2.1 indicates that 
when highly doped, surface layers are very shallow (< 150$). It will 
be shown below that it is these shallow highly doped layers which are 
particularly interesting from a practical point of view because they 
produce major changes in the electric field and potential distribution 
at the surface of the semiconductor and have a profound effect on current 
transport between the bulk of the semiconductor and the surface.
2.2 Relevant Features of Implanted Layers and Choice of System
It is apparent from Figure 2,1 that the net doping of a
12 2 surface layer is of the order 10 impurities/cm . The excellent
ION IMPLANTED SURFACE LAYERS
control inherent in the ion implantation process should make it very 
suitable for producing these layers. Similar doses have been used, 
for example, to control the threshold voltage of an M.O.S. Transistor^. 
Surface layers, however, are very much shallower than layers which 
have hitherto been investigated using ion implantation techniques.
Reviews of ion implantation as a doping technique are given 
(2 3)elsewhere s . It has been shown that ion implantation in silicon 
may be used to introduce impurities to a depth depending on energy and 
mass but typically in the range 0 . 1  0.5ym for the most useful dopants
boron, phosphorus and arsenic. High electrical activities are 
obtained following an annealing treatment usually above 650°C. In 
some cases, especially where implanted doses are so high that they 
render the silicon amorphous before annealing, the number of electrically 
active impurities exceeds the equilibrium solubility at the annealing
(4) . . .temperature . This feature is just one manifestation of the non­
equilibrium nature of the ion implantation process. When implanting 
very low doses, however, and the damage density is relatively low, 
the electrical activity increases with annealing temperature in a 
manner more closely related to the equilibrium solid solubility 
dependence on annealing temperature.
All the work so far on ion implantation as a technique for
doping semiconductors has been concerned with the introduction of
impurities by direct implantation. Recoil implantation has been 
used to form cermet s tructures and increase the adhesion of thin
films but while being considered as a possible doping technique
for semiconductors> it was rejected because it was expected to produce 
very shallow layers for which there was little practical use. Recoil 
implantation, however, is a potentially important method for producing
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surface layers and is investigated below. Because of the preponder­
ance of low energy recoils following a collision cascade, this 
technique should be useful when very shallow layers are required. It 
has the advantage that the surface remains passivated by the film . 
until it is removed at some stage after implantation preferably in 
conjunction with an annealing schedule. Potentially recoil implanta­
tion also has better profile control because in contrast to direct 
implantation when the incident ions all strike the target in a 
particular direction, the momentum distribution of recoiled particles 
should be much greater thereby reducing the profile dependence on 
crystal orientation. The technique has the disadvantage, however, that 
in most cases the film has to be bombarded with atoms which serve only to 
impart energy to the system. Ideally these atoms should be inert but in 
practice the bombarding species is an impurity in the system and its 
behaviour has to be taken into consideration.
After considering all the properties needed, it was 
decided to use antimony as the surface layer dopant. While antimony 
is not used as extensively as, for example, phosphorus or arsenic 
because it has a lower solid solubility in silicon it has the advantage 
of being readily prepared in thin film form for recoil implantation 
and being a heavy atom has a high collision cross section and therefore 
smaller range for a given implantation energy. This latter point is 
particularly relevant because most existing implantation machines are 
not designed to be used at energies much below - 15keV and for light 
ions such as phosphorus the energies required to form a shallow layer 
(< 1 keV) are very difficult to obtain. Antimony also has the 
advantage that it has a low diffusion coefficient in silicon and 
therefore one should be able to anneal at comparatively high
temperatures and maintain the shallow impurity distribution essential 
for the formation of surface layers. A further property of antimony 
which can be used to advantage in recoil implantation is that it 
sublimes in a vacuum at - 630°C therefore enabling the antimony film 
to be removed during the annealing treatment and avoiding uncertainties 
which arise when the film has to be removed chemically.
2.3 Directly Implanted Layers
The most widely used range formulae are those derived by
/ON
Lindhard, Sharff and Shiott ; the so called L.S.S. theory. This
approach which uses a Thomas-Fermi approximation to the interatomic
potential gives very good agreement with experiment over a wide range
of ion and target masses. Neglecting single crystal effects, the
distribution of impurities is very close to a Gaussian distribution
about a mean range R . The standard deviation of the distribution •P
(9)calculated using first order L.S.S. theory (Johnson & Gibbons )
which includes only the first and second spatial moments is smaller
than that found in practice especially when implanting heavy ions.
B r i c e h a s  shown, however, that a second order calculation gives
much better agreement with experiment.
The first and second order calculations of R and cr forP
antimony in silicon are shown in Figure 2.2. Profiles of the antimony 
distribution at 100 lteV^ ' * 3  show that agreement between L.S.S. theory
and experiment is good. Good agreement has also been found at higher
(12) (13)energies . Matthews has shown that the range of 50 keV
antimony is approximately half that for 100 lceV but his ranges are
considerably greater than those predicted by L.S.S. Apart from this
work there is very little information on antimony distributions at
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this work (< 20 keV). Systems having similar target and incident ion
(14)masses have, however, been investigated. Powers and Whaling have
looked at Xenon in Aluminium and found reasonable agreement with L.S.S.
(15)down to 50 keV and the results of Gamo et al for indium implanted
into silicon in the energy range 20-80 keV are in excellent agreement
with Brice’ calculations. This latter work is particularly
relevant as the mass of indium is only 5% lower than that of antimony
and the two systems are very comparable. Gamo’s results suggest
that a Thomas-Fermi approximation to the interatomic potential is
valid at 20 keV and that a reasonable first order range approximation
at lower energies would be given by an extrapolation of Brice’s data
down to zero range at zero energy. The good agreement between theory
and experiment at 20 keV makes it plausible to assume that L.S.S. is
also a good approximation at 10 keV which is above the lower limit
suggested by Lindhard (- 5 keV for this system) below which the
interatomic potential is only crudely represented by the Thomas-Fermi
approach. At these low energies (< 51ceV) the interatomic potential
(T6 )is probably closer to an inverse square potential . The range at
(17)low energies calculated using an inverse square potential (Nielson )
clearly underestimates the range at 20 keV. It should, however,
give a guide to the range at energies < 5 lceV.
It has been assumed above that the silicon substrates are
amorphous. Implantations described below, however, were made into single
<18)crystal material and because the acceptance angle into axial channels 
is large (= 7° for 10 keV Sb.) a tail on the distribution must be 
expected. The fraction of impurities in the channelled tail will be 
small when the peak doping concentration in the layer is high
energies below 100 keV and none at all in the range of interest in
18 3 *(> 1 0  /cm ) as channels are blocked by damage created during the
implantation process.
2.4 Recoil Implanted Layers
The situation which occurs during recoil implantation is shown 
schematically in Figure 2.3. The collision cascade following 
bombardment with a particle of mass and energy E^  imparts energy to 
the atoms of the film, some of which cross the interface and become 
implanted in the substrate. The properties of surface layers formed by 
this technique will, of course, be determined by the number of atoms which 
cross the interface arid their distribution within the substrate. In 
this section equations are derived, based on existing theories,which 
enable one to estimate the number of atoms crossing the interface in a 
given situation. These theoretically determined recoil yields are com­
pared with experimental values in section 4.4 below.
The theory of recoil implantation is relatively undeveloped 
compared with direct implantation presumably because it is inherently 
more complicated involving in most cases bombardment with an ion of 
mass and recoiling atoms of mass from a film into a substrate of 
mass M^ . Furthermore, much of the energy dissipation is via multiple 
small angle low energy collisions where the interatomic potential is 
not well known. A tractable approach to this problem is to consider, 
firstly an infinite medium bombarded with an isotropic distribution 
of monoenergetic ions (E^ )» Having determined the number of atoms 
within an energy interval dE at E per unit volume and time in the 
medium, the number and energy distribution of particles crossing any 
plane within the medium will be the same if the distribution is 
isotropic.
Let the number of collisions at an energy E per unit volume 
and time within a cascade resulting from a primary recoil of energy 
E^ be nCEgjE). The number of collisions at energy E will equal the 
product of the number of atoms with energy E (flux density) multiplied
\ z
Fig* 2.3 Schematic showing recoil of atoms with 
m a s s  M 2 into a substrate M 3 fallowing 
bombardment with an atom of m a s s  M|.
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Fig. 2.4, geometrical representation of recoil a t o m s  with 
isotropic m o m e n t u m  distribution dt energy E(
by the collision cross section a(E). Alternatively, one may define 
(19)a function v(EijE2) which is the number slowing down through an
energy E due to a primary recoil of energy E2, The flux density 
<I>(E) is then equal to the product of the number slowing down through 
dE at E, the time spent in this energy interval and their velocity. 
It follows that the total flux at an energy E crossing a planeinter- 
grated over all primary recoil energies ls^9)(20)
4<E2)dE2 " *<E> “ q(E2)dE; (2.1)
where q(E2 )dE2. is the number of primary recoils at energy E2 per unit 
volume per second and dE/dx is the mean energy loss per unit length at 
energy E. Nq is the number of atoms per unit volume of the medium.
To calculate $(E) from (2.1) one has to assume something 
about the interatomic potential. For the case of hard core scattering, 
the fact that the probability of transferring a given energy E is 
independent of E leads to particularly elegant solutions (Kinchin and 
P e a s e I n  this case v(E9E 2 ) - E2 /E> n(E,E 2 ) = 2E2 /E2 2^0^
and dE/dx = NqoE/2. Therefore for hard core collisions, from (2.1)
$(E) = a (E)NqE'
rAE-
E
E2 q(E2 )dE2   (2.2)
where AEj = 4M]M2 Ej/(M^+M2 ) 2 is the maximum energy that can be trans­
ferred to a primary recoil.
The primary recoil distribution q(E2 )dE2 again with hard 
core collisions between primary ions and atoms in the medium is,
14.
. (2.3)
where pq is the radius of the core. From (2.2) and (2.3) assuming 
an inverse square potential to find pQ the flux $(E), arising from 
bombardment with a flux D of primary particles of energy Ei is
where aQ is the Bohr radius and ER the Rydberg constant. When 
invoking the concept that at low energies atoms interact at every 
interatomic distance L. (i.e. a(E) = (N0L) S  equation (2.4) is the same as
crossing the interface between a thin film and a substrate material 
during bombardment with a beam of monoenergetic ions. Clearly this 
latter situation is different from the one used to formulate (2 .2 ) 
which was for an isotropic source within an infinite medium. This 
point is discussed further below.
dependence at energies «  AEj and secondly, the flux is independent 
of the primary energy E^ . This latter feature arises because as 
Ei increases, there is exact compensation, at least for potentials 
used here, between the decrease in cross section and the increase in 
primary recoil energy. This is a particularly important point from 
a practical point of view because it indicates that the recoil yield 
is insensitive to the thickness of the film.
assuming slowing down of atoms via hard core collisions. At low 
energies, the interaction potential is well described by a Born-Meyer
$ (E) .. (2.4)
(22)that used by Nelson to describe the energy spectrum of atoms
1Equation (2,4) indicates firstly that the flux has a
In the above, the flux distribution has been determined
potential and the hard core interaction is a reasonable approximation 
to this potential if the energy is sufficiently low. Even if this 
were not the case, S a n d e r s an<^ R o binsonhave shown that the 
collision density and slowing down density are insensitive to the 
precise nature of the interatomic potential, both showing the same 
functional dependence on E. One would therefore expect the flux to 
have a 1/E2 dependence for a wide range of interatomic potentials.
The primary distribution, however, arises from interaction at relatively 
high energies (Ej - 100 keV) and an inverse square potential is more 
realistic., than a hard core.
Assuming an inverse square potential, then, to determine 
the primary recoil distribution (2 .2 ) becomes,
<i> «
Jl2 ao2 ER (ZjZ2)e (M!M2 ) 2 D 
a(E) M2 exp(1) E2
AE-
Ex2 E2 2
dE' .... (2.5)
giving
$ =
2E2 ao2 ER (Z^j)*- Mj D 
a(E) (M1 +M2) exp(l) E2
iE2
(A EX)
  (2.6)
l iwhich when E2 << (A E© 2 again gives a flux which is independent of Ei 
the energy of the primary beam.
This theory is for bombardment with a monoenergetic 
isotropically distributed primary beam. Strictly speaking 
the assumption of a monoenergetic beam implicity considers 
only the first collisions of the primary atoms and subsequent collisions 
are not taken into account. It is shown, above, however, that for
fairly realistic interatomic potentials the recoil yield is insensitive 
to Eg and therefore the above theory should be a good approximation 
when Eg varies over a small range such as that which occurs when the 
primary ion passes through a thin film and loses only a small fraction 
of its energy. Also the assumption of an isotropic primary beam should 
not introduce serious error because the major part of the recoil distribu­
tion is made up of low energy recoils arising from a multiplicity of 
collisions and memory of the initial momentum distribution is lost.
The total number crossing the interface should therefore be insensitive 
to the momentum distribution of the primary beam. The thickness of the 
film should be such that the cascades arising from the slowing down of 
primary recoils occur substantially within the film thereby forming 
clouds of high order low energy recoils characteristic of the energy
distribution within an infinite medium.
(22)Using equation (2.4) Nelson has calculated the profile 
of boron recoiled from a thin film during neon bombardment into a 
silicon substrate. The range straggling was not taken into account 
nor the momentum distribution. All recoils within an energy interval 
dE at E were assumed to cross the interface in a direction normal to 
the surface and the energy spectrum was converted into a depth profile 
using L.S.S. range data extrapolated to low energies. Conservation 
of momentum demands that the sum of all the momentum of the recoils 
created in a cascade equals the initial momentum of the bombarding 
particles and suggest that the momentum distribution of particles 
crossing the surface should be peaked in a forward direction. Low 
energy recoils, however, arising from very many collisions are expected 
to have a wide spread of momenta about the forward direction at a 
given energy E. In view of this it is useful to consider the case 
when the distribution crossing an interface within any energy interval 
is isotropic.
16.
If the number of recoils in an energy interval dE at El 
is 0(E’) then when the momentum distribution is isotropic, the number 
stopping in an interval dx at x (Figure 2.4) is 0(E?) sin 0 dO =
0(E’) dx/x’ where x? is the range of atoms of energy E? and is assumed 
to be proportional to energy. It follows that the concentration of 
impurities arising from recoils within this energy interval is uniform 
from x = o to x = x1. Writing 9(E) from equation (2.4) or (2.6) as 
ki/E2 where kiis a constant, the concentration is ki/(E')2 xv. Con­
sequently the total concentration C at x’ due to contributions from 
all the recoils with energies >E? assuming them to be isotropic in 
every energy interval is,
ki k2 kj k2
  d x  =  ----    (2.7)
(x) 3 2 (x1 ) 2
xT
where k2 = x'/E’. Integrating to 00 adds negligible error when
x* << lc2 AEx.
Equation (2.7) indicates that the concentration profile 
resulting from an isotropic distribution of recoils has a 1 /x2  
dependence. This is the same as when all recoils are assumed to cross 
the interface normal to the surface. An isotropic distribution, 
however, reduces the magnitude of the concentration at any depth by a 
factor of two. The distribution of antimony calculated
using (2.6) and (2.7) following recoil implantation from an antimony 
film into a silicon substrate is shown in Figure 2.5. The film was 
bombarded with krypton at 100 keV. Also shown for comparison is-a 
directly implanted 10 keV antimony profile calculated using Figure 2.2 
The number of ions incident on the target is the same in both 
cases. Clearly the two distributions are quite different and lead to
Depth below  su rface  A
Comparison of antimony profiles form 
recoil Implantation ®nd dinsdb implant
major differences in the potential distribution at the surface when 
they are fully depleted. In practice the electrical activity of such 
profiles is limited by the solid solubility of the impurity in silicon 
and thus the profile of electrically active impurities can be quite 
different from the atomic distribution. This feature is also shown 
schematically in Figure 2.5U
Ep is the energy required by an atom to cross the interface .into the 
substrate. Its minimum value is approximately equal to the energy required 
to displace an atom in the substrate at the interface (- 20eV).
the beam is absorbed in the film, there is a wide range of primary 
energies in the film and at the interface the average energy of the 
incident beam is only a fraction of E]_. While the above theory could 
be used with an effective Ej_, a better approach is provided by the
the amount of energy deposited by the primary ions close to the inter­
face between the film and the substrate and is a more general treatment 
of the above.
The recoil yield S is simply, K
rAEi
s.R $(E) dE   (2.8)
E.D
where $(E) is given by (2.4) or (2.6). Writing $(E) as lrf/E2  where 
lc1 is a constant (o(E) is assumed to be constant), 2.8 becomes,
  (2.9)
In some situations below, the major part of the energy of
(25)theory of Sigmund . This theory calculates the recoil yield from
Basically, Sigmund uses Boltzmann's transport theory to 
find the recoil yield resulting from the random slowing down of 
particles in an infinite medium. A power approximation to a Born- 
Meyer interatomic potential is used for low energy interactions while 
at high energy Thomas-Fermi type cross sections are used. The energy 
deposited as an ion slows down has a dependence on depth which is 
approximately gaussian, the maximum energy being deposited at a depth 
Rp. For the case when the thickness of the film is such that most of 
the energy of the incident beam is deposited within it, Sigmund shows 
that the recoil yield is related to R^ and the standard deviation of 
the damage distribution AR^ via the expression,
3 5(Ej) D 
2 Xoa2EDNQn3 / S  AILSR =  r-r— —   exP "2
d - “d .... (2.10)
4  »D
(d 2 AR^ )
Where d is the thickness of the film, A and a are constants whicho
enable a power cross section to be fitted to a Born-Meyer type inter­
action. Sigmund uses Aq = 24 and a = 0,219$. C (Ei) is the total 
amount of energy dissipated in nuclear stopping during slowing down of 
the primary particle. The exponential term in (2.10) indicates that 
the recoil yield increases rapidly as the energy increases and the 
damage peak in the film moves towards the interface.
Equations (2.8) and (2.10) are compared with experimentally 
determined recoil yields for the specific cases of krypton or neon ions 
bombarding an antimony film in section 4 „ 4  below.
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THE SCHOTTKY BARRIER AS A TOOL FOR ASSESSING SURFACE LAYERS
3.1 Introduction
The metal-semiconductor (Schottky) barrier is a well known 
tool for determining the profile of electrically active impurities in 
a semiconductor. It is used to explore regions of the semiconductor 
which are deeper than the depletion depth at zero bias where the 
capacitance of the barrier under reverse bias as a function of voltage, 
temperature and frequency enables one to determine properties such as 
the impurity concentration, trapping levels, and capture cross sections. 
In this work, however, we are concerned with surface layers which by 
their definition are for the most part fully depleted at zero bias and 
whose properties are therefore inaccessible by standard Schottky 
barrier capacitance techniques.
It is known that current transport across a Schottky barrier 
is sensitive to the magnitude of the electric field and potential 
distribution at the surface of the semiconductor . This is 
especially the case when the surface field is so high that quantum 
mechanical tunnelling occurs. Consequently the magnitude of the 
current crossing a Schottky barrier made on a lightly doped substrate 
having a more heavily doped surface layer is related to the electrical 
properties of the surface layer and in particular to the number of 
active impurities in the layer.
In order to relate the magnitude of the current flowing 
in a Schottky diode to the electrical activity in the surface layer, 
two situations have been considered. The first situation is one where a 
uniformly doped surface layer is fully depleted giving a parabolic 
potential barrier at the surface and the second a layer with a peak
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impurity concentration below the surface which when depleted gives a 
triangular potential distribution. These two potential profiles are 
assumed for the moment to be good approximations to those which arise 
following recoil and direct implantation respectively.
This section also includes a more general discussion of the 
properties of symmetrical distributions such as those which can arise 
following direct implantation and how these properties can be used 
to obtain information about surface layers.
It should be noted that this section is concerned with 
surface layers which are of the same conductivity type as the substrate 
(n-type) and which, therefore, increase the surface field. Layers 
which are oppositely doped to the substrate also modify the character­
istics of a Schottlcy barrier and properties of surface layers could be 
extracted. This system is discussed in Chapter Five where it is used 
to increase the effective height of a Schottky barrier.
3.2 Electrical Activity for Current-Voltage Characteristics
3.2.1 General Features
A review of the basic principles of operation of a Schottky 
(27)Diode has been given by Sze . This section will be concerned 
with outlining areas relevant to this work and, where necessary, deriving 
expressions pertinent to the particular situation arising with implanted 
surface layers.
The energy band diagram corresponding to a metal-semiconductor 
Schottky barrier is shown in Figure 3.1. When a metal is brought into 
contact with a semiconductor having a smaller work function than the 
metal, band bending occurs in the semiconductor and a potential barrier 
is formed. The overall charge density in the system must be zero and
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Pig 3.1 Sand diagram for a metd-semiconductor 
(S«shattky) barrier in thermal eguilibrium 
m the absence of surface states.
in the absence of any surface states the net negative charge in the 
metal at the interface will equal the positive space charge in the 
depleted region of the semiconductor therefore maintaining continuity 
in the electric field at the interface. In the absence of surface 
states it is easily shown that the potential barrier 0  ^to electronsD
flowing between metal and semiconductor is
0B - 0M - X •••• (3-1)
It is important to note that (3.1) is independent of the Fermi level 
in the semiconductor consequently the presence of a surface layer which 
is differently doped to the substrate would have no effect on the 
barrier height q in this ideal system. This arises because as theii
Fermi level in the semiconductor changes then so does its work function 
and the barrier height 0^ relative to the Fermi level remains constant. 
A change in Fermi level, however, changes the total band bending in 
the semiconductor. From Figure 3.1,
VD = 0B - (Ec - Ep)/q .... (3.2)
which using equation (3.1) gives,
VD “ 0M " (x + (EC " V /q) ....(3.3)
and equals the contact potential (0 ^ - 0 )^.
In a real system, there will be a distribution of interface 
states across the band gap of the semiconductor their charge states 
dependent upon their position relative to the Fermi level. A general 
treatment of the effect of surface states on the potential distribu­
tion at the surface is difficult, the precise behaviour of an inter­
face state being dependent on how it communicates with the metal and
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for experimental results is one where there is a neutral level 0 .^
If q0Q y* Eg, the surface has a positive charge and if q0^ Z  a net
negative charge. Clearly a net surface charge will change the
potential at the surface of the semiconductor because there will be a
potential drop across the interfacial dipole layer between the surface
states and the metal. If the thickness of this layer is 6 then it 
(29)can be shown that the barrier height is
q0B -  § WM -  x> + <i -  s> <eg " V  •••• O . V
where § = eieg/Cei^o + qSQ ), Q is the surface state density pers s s s
unit energy and the effective dielectric constant in the inter­
facial layer. It follows from (3.4) that if Q is high then thes s
barrier will be pinned at a value 0Q. Equation (3.4) also indicates 
that as in an”ideal system, the barrier height is independent of the 
Fermi level in the semiconductor. It will be assumed in this work that 
the surface state distribution remains the same and consequently the 
barrier height q0 T3 is not affected by the presence of a surface layer.lJ
The net current density flowing over the barrier equals 
the difference between the electron current flowing between semi­
conductor and metal (J_) and that between metal and semiconductor J .r U
Assuming current transport to be due to thermionic emission over the 
( 26^barrier the current density as a function of applied voltage V 
becomes,
( 281the semiconductor. The generally accepted picture which accounts
J1 = JF ~ J0 = J0 (exp (S T  " 1}) ....(3.5)
where J = AT exp(-q0 /kT), is the current density due to theU D
fraction of the thermally excited carriers (Maxwell-Boltzmann tail) 
which cross the barrier from the metal to the semiconductor. 
Richardson’s constant A is equal to 4IIqm^ *k2 /h3 and is assumed to be 
the same for both forward and reverse currents. Clearly this must 
be the case close to zero bias when the two currents cancel each 
other out. It follows that the full expression for the thermionic 
current over the barrier is
= 4IIqmi k T exp (-q0n/kT) (exp (-2|- - i))--- (3 ,6)
The presence of a surface layer which is more heavily doped than the 
substrate changes the potential and increases the electric field Eu
in the semiconductor. Assuming a surface layer of thickness 2Rp is 
fully depleted of free carriers (Figure 3.2) giving a net space 
charge Qg(x), from Gauss' law,
f2Rp
-1
ee
f2RP
Q (x)dx = —XS ££ q(ND(x) - NA(x))dx --- (3.7)
where N^Cx) - 21 N^(x), the total concentration from all ionised 
donor levels and N^(x) is the total concentration of ionised acceptors 
The activity of the surface layer can then be defined as
rt
Y Qs(x) dx/D = eejEj0 1 s1/qD   (3.8)
where D is the number of impurities implanted per unit area to form 
the surface layer and t is its thickness.
a) Distance below surface
fe)
Fig S. 2  Schematic diagram showing (a) donor profile 
and (fe) energy bands in a Schottky barrier 
having a §hal lew directly implanted surface 
layer which is fully depleted of charge at eer© bias.
In most cases y will be less than unity because all the 
implanted impurities are not in electrically active sites in the 
crystal. Furthermore, defects formed during implantation can intro­
duce compensating levels in the band gap which reduce the activity of 
the layer.
The electric field at the surface of the semiconductor
modifies current transport in two ways. Firstly, it lowers the
(261barrier due to the image force effect and secondly, if the electric 
field is high enough, carriers are able to tunnel quantum mechanically 
through the barrier. A particular example of a potential barrier 
modified by the image force is shown later in Figure 6.1. An electron 
close to the interface experiences two forces, one due to the electric 
field in the semiconductor and the other due to the image force 
exerted by the proximity of the metal. Consequently the potential 
maximum for an electron lies just inside the semiconductor surface.
i
The reduction in barrier height A0^ due to image force effects is 
(q|Eg|/4n ee0)2.
For high electric fields, carriers are able to tunnel through 
the barrier. Assuming for the moment a tunnelling distance <x9 the 
barrier will be transparent when its thickness is < ti and opaque when 
> a, and the effective change in barrier height A0 g will be  ^otE^ .
From the above it follows that the field dependence of the barrier 
can be written in the approximate form
k i - . n
4Heeo
2 - a |e | .... (3.9)
where 0 ’ is the effective barrier height, u
m-^0 ) ^  ui -tSuo^o
<■3PD)
1
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The change in barrier height estimated using (3.9) is shown 
in Figure 3.3 as a function of the net electrical activity of a surface 
layer. From (3.8) and (3.9)
and the effective barrier height will be dominated by the tunnelling
term if (4nyD) 5 << a
3.2.2 Thermionic Field Emission Theory
If the electric field at the surface is sufficiently high 
then current transport becomes dominated by quantum mechanical 
tunnelling through the barrier. For a fully depleted surface layer 
this condition can be estimated using (3.10) above. Clearly, if the 
magnitude of the current is to be used as a measure of the electrical 
activity of a surface layer via determination of the surface field, 
a more rigorous analysis is required.
In general the current floivring across a barrier in a 
particular direction (Figure 3.4) is
where u is the electron energy measured from the conduction band edge. 
F(u) is the flux of particles incident on the barrier and D(u) the 
tunnelling probability.
0B K  ~ Y  | WHyD)-' a B E£   (3.10)
i
J = q F(u) D(u) du (3.11)
If u > q L  then D(u) = 1 and (3.11) becomesi3
j q F(u) D(u) du + q F(u) du ___ (3.12)
o
Thermionic
3.4 Diagram showing tunnelling features and 
parameters used in the. text.
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The first term is the current component due to tunnelling
and the second is the thermionic emission component given by (3.6)
above. We are interested in the condition where the maximum number
of electrons tunnel through the barrier at an energy which is
below q4L but well above the Fermi level (Figure 3.4). In this B
thermionic field emission region^"^ the distribution of electrons 
incident on the barrier will be Maxwellian and the current becomes
J2 = 4E qkT * -—  mi exp
h3
- q 0
s f kT-
j T b uexp kT D(u) du
(3.13)
Assuming the W.K.B. approximation, the tunnelling probability
. (31)for an arbitrary potential distribution is
D (u) = exp
r8m2
12
U2 J
(XI
(q T(x) - u) 2 dx ... (3.14)
It was shown above (section 2.4) that the profiles of 
electrically active impurities in surface layers formed by direct and 
recoil implantation are expected to be very different. For cases 
when most of the impurities lie beyond the tunnelling range a,
Q (x) dx «  s Qg(x) dx ... (3.15)
and it is a very good approximation to assume a triangular potential 
barrier (Figure 3.2). For cases where
Q (x) dx >> s Q(x) dx   (3.16)
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distribution in the region o > x < a. The profile of active
impurities in recoil implanted layers corresponding to doses given by
(3.10) where tunnelling is significant is expected to be dominated by
a region where the activity is limited by the solid solubility of the
impurity. It will be assumed in this section that the profiles of
electrically active impurities in recoil implanted layers can be
represented by a uniformly doped surface layer of thickness t. With
this approximation the potential at the surface will be parabolic.
Using (3.13) and (3.14) the full expression for the tunnelling
current has been derived by several authors for a uniformly doped 
(32) (33)substrate 9 (parabolic barrier). In particular the normalised
(33)expression given by Crowell and Rideout is,
the shape of the potential barrier xrfll depend on the space charge
4IIkT mrf q2 ¥ p _ q*B 4nicT :r *ee z 0■ ■ ..* * ■ ■ ■ exp
h 3 kT _ kT0
u  ^ qh
k
nd J
ii
\
( 1  - o) 4 - a 1 + (1 -a)2" i
. a 2 J
du ..(3.17)
where a = u/qY and N is the net donor concentration in the uniformly ii 1)
doped semiconductor, and 0^ is the Fermi potential. It is found 
using (3.17) that the distribution of electrons which tunnel through 
the barrier is approximately gaussian (Figure 3.4).
Directly implanted surface layers give a unique constant 
surface field situation and the barrier is triangular. In this case,
the potential at a distance x from the surface is
V = + Ecx .... (3.18)n o

the semiconductor and E„ is the surface field = -qyD/ee . From (3.14)S o
and (3.18) the tunnelling probability is,
where again T is measured from the conduction band edge in the bulk of
D(u) = exp
8m2 \ 1
qEs 3
qTB- U| .... (3.19)
and from (3.13) the current density due to thermionic field emission 
through a triangular barrier becomes,
J3 =
4IIqm1 kT
-----  exp -
h3
q0(
kT
q'FB
exp -
kT
8Ii/2
3hqE(
* i 4■(m2 )2(qT ~u)^ du (3.20)
The magnitude of is insensitive to the effective mass in
Richardson's constant. Assuming this to be known, then for given
%values of temperature and barrier heighty is a function only of the
* 2exponent parameter (n^  ) /Es where is the tunnelling effective 
I’ntvss. The current J3  at zero bias will, of course, equal the saturated 
current under a small reverse bias. Thus the surface field can be calculated 
from the magnitude of the saturated reverse current.
The components of the saturated reverse current'due-to thermionic field emission
through a triangular barrier (J^ ) and thermionic emission over the
barrier calculated using equations (3.6) and (3.20) are shown in
Figure 3.5 as a function of Eg/(mp )  ^with A = 112 amp/cm2 /°K2  and
T = 305°K. The value of A was chosen to give the best overall com-
promise for the effective mass when including phonon scattering
and quantum mechanical ref lections 31 .
Thermionic field emission through a parabolic barrier (J^ ) 
is compared with that through a triangular barrier (J^ ) in Figure 3.6 
as a function of surface field. Two cases have been considered for 
the parabolic barrier. Firstly thermionic field emission through a 
uniformly doped layer which is just depleted by the built in
3k
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potential of the barrier (0.3V) at zero bias (curve B) and secondly
thermionic field emission through a uniformly doped layer of fixed
net donor concentration which is fully depleted but whose thickness
varies therefore giving a range of Eg (curve C). This latter case is
pertinent to the recoil implantation model outlined above and has been
20 3calculated for = 1 x 1 0  /cm which corresponds to the maximum
electrical activity of antimony in silicon following implantation and
(13)annealing . It should be noted that as the doping level m  the 
surface layer of curve B decreases and the depleted layer becomes 
thicker then as indeed one would expect, the barrier is well represented 
by a triangular potential profile.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 are used below (Chapter Four) to relate 
Schottky diode current to the field at the surface of the semi­
conductor following the formation of a surface layer by direct or recoil 
implantation.
3.3 Electrical Activity from Reverse Bias Measurements (
In general, the field at the surface of a Schottky barrier 
is a function of the applied bias across the barrier as well as the 
number of impurities in a surface layer. For a uniformly doped 
substrate with doping concentration the surface field for a reverse 
bias VR is,
Es = -qyD/£eq - (2qNDVR/eeo)* .... (3.21)
Clearly, in cases where the reverse current is dependent only on the 
magnitude of the surface field, the electrical activity of a surface 
layer can be calculated from the reverse bias voltage required to 
increase the current across a barrier without a surface layer to a
value equal to that of a diode with a surface layer (Figure 3.7).
A calculation of this kind needs to know nothing about the 
functional dependence of the current on electric field but it 
implicitly assumes that the shape of the potential barrier at the 
surface is the same in both cases, that generation-recombination currents 
in the space charge regions are insignificant and that peripheral leakage 
is negligible. For directly implanted layers where the surface field 
can be assumed to be constant over the tunnelling distance, the 
barrier shape will remain triangular under reverse bias and provided 
the height of the Schottky barrier is much smaller than the band gap 
of the semiconductor, thermal generation within the space charge region 
will be negligible. For directly implanted layers, therefore, reverse 
bias measurements should enable one to determine the activities of 
surface layers, the main error being due to variation in peripheral 
leakage.
3.4 Symmetrical Charge Distributions
3.4.1 Solution of Poissons Equation
In this section we shall consider the implications of a 
symmetrical charge distribution in Poissons equation and show that it 
is a very good approximation to assume that the Gaussian profile 
produced by direct implantation is a symmetrical function about a mean 
range R^ .
Some arbitrary examples of symmetrical charge distribution s 
about a depth L below the surface of a semiconductor are shown in 
Figure 3.8, the uniformly doped profile to a depth 2L being a special 
case. The voltage Vn required to deplete these distributions of 
charge can be found from Poissons equation which in one dimension is
3 1
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Q(x) dx' dx   (3.22)
Referring to curve (C) the change in voltage across a barrier required 
to deplete an increment dx^ at a distance x  ^ from the surface is 
x^Q(x^)dx^/e£Q and i t  follows that (3.22) can be written
V,R EC
2L
xQ(x)dx = - 1_
E E
xQ(x)dx ee
2L
xQ(x)dx   (3.23)
changing the variable to z = (x-L), (3.23) becomes,
VR = - LE E
f L
(z+L) Q(z)dz - ee
-L
(z+L) Q(z)dz (3.24)
But Q(z) is a symmetrical function about z = 0
z Q(z)dz = -
-L
z Q(z)dz
and V_ = -  —R ee
r°
L Q(z)dz - ee, L Q(z)dz
-2L
eeo
Q(z)dz = . . .  (3.25)
where qD in the net charge per unit area in the d istribution and w il l  
be positive for a donor layer or negative for an acceptor layer.
This simple result implies that the voltage required to 
deplete any symmetrical d istribution of charge about a depth L below
the surface is simply proportional to the amount of charge in the 
distribution.
3,4.2 Electrical Activity of Directly Implanted Layers
In the case of d irectly  implanted layers, the d istribution 
of impurities is close to a Gaussian about a mean range Rp truncated 
at the surface (see Figure 2.5 for example). I t  follows from 
(3.23) above with z = (x-Rp)/a that the voltage required to deplete 
a d irectly implanted donor layer of charge is
V  =  ~ q v D g
R M ee
jP
a
exp(“Z^ 2>dz frlSSE.
J2JI ee
exp(-z^ )dz
‘RP
-qyDa
/2n ee
z exp(“  z%)dz ~a g £E.
/2IT ee
exp(“Z//2)dz
o' o
(3.26)
where a is the standard deviation of the distribution,
When R > 2a (3.26), simplifies to 
P
VT
-yDqRp
ee . (3.27)
and is the same as (3.25) above.
Reference to calculated p ro f i le s ^  shows that the
condition Rp > 2d is  easily satisfied following direct implantation and 
consequently in the above the charge distribution can be considered as 
a symmetrical one about Rp.
In practice, the implanted p ro file  is superimposed on the
background doping concentration and
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VR
"YDqRp -qNgV 
ee 2ee .... (3.28)
where the depth of the depletion layer W extends beyond the implanted 
p ro file  (Figure 3.2). From (3.28) the surface fie ld  w il l  be con­
tro lled  by the surface layer as long as
2eeo B' R< _2YDRPNJ «  YD (3.29)
and the reverse current w i l l  saturate at a voltage where the implanted 
p ro file  is just depleted. I t  follows that when the condition given 
by (3.29) is satisfied, the product (yD) of the implanted dose and 
e lectrica l ac tiv ity  can be found from (3.27) the value of being the point 
where the reverse current saturates (section 4.3.2),
3.5 E lectrical A c tiv ity  from the 
Capacitance Shift
The presence of an implanted surface layer w i l l  increase
the capacitance C of a Schottky diode because the width W of the
depletion layer w ill be smaller for a given bias.
From (3.28) when the surface layer is fu lly  depleted, the
width of the depletion layer is given by
W = qN, qN, (3,30)
where is the total band bending including the built in potential
If is the capacitance of a diode without a surface
layer,
ee
W ee
2- 0|vrI
qN. .. (3.31)
and from (3.30)
yDqRp
1 " r f X T
(3.32)
which is  independent of the doping level IL, in the substrate.
Equation (3.32) indicates that the product of the dose and ac tiv ity  
(yD) of d irectly implanted layers can be determined simply from 
comparing the capacitances of diodes with and without a surface layer 
(section 4.3 . 2),
44.
4.1 Introduction
Electrical and chemical assessment of surface layers is
complicated by the combination of a shallow layer (< 150&) and a
11 13 2small number of free carriers (5 x 10 to 10 /cm ). This combination 
prevents one using conventional e lectrica l assessment techniques.
Chemical analysis, however, is made easier by the choice of antimony 
which is easily resolved from silicon using Rutherford backscattering 
techniques.
The e lectrica l assessment outlined below uses the Schottky 
barrier as an assessment tool as developed in Chapter 3. The 
magnitude of the current flowing through a barrier made on a surface 
layer is related to the e lectric  fie ld  at the surface of the semiconductor 
and hence to the to ta l space charge in the surface layer. A 
triangular barrier, without or with the image force correction is 
assumed for both d irectly  implanted layers and recoil implanted layers. 
E lectrical information can also be gleaned from reverse bias measure­
ments and capacitance measurements, particu larly  when the d istribution 
of charge is symmetrical. A few Hall effect measurements <x£ 77°K 
are reported but the surface density of carriers had to be higher than
those typ ica lly used in  the Schottky barrier system.
Rutherford backscattering is used to monitor such things as
the loss of antimony during the annealing treatment of d irectly
implanted layers (section 4.3.1) as well as the yie ld of recoil atoms 
and inert gas retention following recoil implantation (section 4.4.1). 
Backscattering techniques are also used to obtain information about
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the d istribution of antimony following the annealing treatment of a 
d irectly implanted layer. In this case, baclcscattering at glancing 
incidence is required to improve the depth resolution,-
4.2 Experimental Details
4.2.1 Schottky Diode Fabrication and Measurement
The steps used to fabricate Schottky diodes with surface 
layers are shown in Figure 4.1. A lig h tly  doped N-type <111> 
orientated epitaxial layer on an N+ silicon substrate was thermally 
oxidised and circular windows etched in the oxide to give the 
structure shown in Figure 4.1(a), Surface layers were either 
d irectly implanted using low energy antimony ions (3 to 15 lceV) or 
were recoil implanted from an antimony layer evaporated'over the 
diode pattern. The samples were dip etched in 10:1 H^ OjHF for 
15 secs to remove any oxide in the windows ( 40$ grows during 
prolonged exposure to a ir) and washed in isopropyl alcohol just 
prior to being positioned either in the target chamber of the 
implantation machine or the be ll ja r of an evaporator set up for 
antimony film  deposition. This cleaning process is known to 
in h ib it oxide growth, only about a monolayer of oxygen being found 
after 30 minutes exposure to a ir. Low energy direct implants were 
carried out on a L in to tt type implantation machine at A.E.R.E.
Harwell. The implant time was kept roughly constant (= 5 mins) by 
using higher currents for the higher doses. Recoil implantation 
from antimony films was carried out at M.R.L. using either Krypton
or Neon over a range of energies (15 to 150 keV). Beam current
. • . 2 13 2 2densities were typ ica lly O.lyA/cm at doses < 5 x 10 /cm and lyA/cm
for higher doses.
V,4.1
b)
for 15 rains. D irectly implanted samples were annealed in evacuated 
- 5ampoules (< 10 torr) while recoil implanted diodes were annealed
-7m a continuously pumped system at 10 to rr. Antimony sublimation 
occurs at - 630°C in a vacuum and consequently this annealing 
procedure effective ly removes a ll the antimony film  not bound to the 
silicon and avoids the uncertainties introduced i f  the film  has to be 
removed chemically.
Nickel was chosen to make the Schottky barrier because i t
is found that the barrier height is  less sensitive to the surface
• * (37)condition than other commonly used metals thus minimising the
poss ib ility  that barrier height changes could be associated with
effects other than those introduced by the surface layer. Just
prior to evaporation of the nickel at room temperature, the diodes
were again given a dip etch in 10:1 H?0:HF for 15 secs., and washed
in isopropyl alcohol to remove any in te rfac ia l oxide layer. The nickel film
was then defined photolithographically using a warm an<* R2^ 2
etch to give the fie ld  plate structure shown in Figure 4.1(c). The
purpose of the fie ld  plate over the oxide around the periphery of the
diode is  to deplete the semiconductor surface under the oxide when the
diode is  under a reverse bias thereby reducing the surface fie ld  and
reducing peripheral leakage
Current-voltage measurements were made on each batch of
diodes, the current being monitored with a Keithley 602 electrometer
and the voltage across each diode with a d ig ita l voltmeter. A
number of diodes from each batch were characterised using a gold probe
and typical features ascertained. In almost a l l cases uniformity
was excellent and diode characteristics were indistinguishable.
Following implantation the samples were annealed at 750°C
Rutherford backscattering measurements were made at the
4University of Surrey using 1.5 MeV He . To ensure that the beam 
was incident only on the silicon sample, specimens were mounted on 
a gold coated stainless steel plate. Any misalignment of the beam 
was then detected by the appearance of a gold spectrum on the m ulti­
channel analyser. Measurements were made using beam currents of 
- 5 na in a 'random direction' determined by monitoring the count 
rate as the orientation of the sample was changed relative to the 
beam. In th is way, major axial and planar directions in the crystal 
were avoided. The backscattered spectrum was integrated over a 
charge of 10 to 15yc. In most cases the calibration of the channel 
analyser in keV per channel was easily calculated from the energy 
difference between the silicon edge and the antimony edge (449 keV) 
arising from antimony on or very close to the surface. This calcula­
tion enabled other peaks in the backscattered energy spectrum to be 
identified. In some cases backscattering was carried out with the 
beam at 'glancing incidence' to the silicon surface. To accommodate
this situation a suppressor with a narrov; s l i t  was used to fa c ilita te
• 4the entrance and exit of the He beam. In a ll cases the detector 
was located at an angle of 30° to the incoming beam.
4.2.3. Capacitance Measurements
A few measurements were made of diode capacitance against 
reverse voltage. Measurements were made using a Boonton bridge on 
structures identical to those shown in Figure 4.1 but without a 
fie ld  plate because its  presence introduced an unacceptable parasitic 
capacitance. In some cases when the effective barrier height of the 
diode was low and the reverse current high, the capacitance had to be
4.2.2 Backscattering Studies
corrected for the conductive component of the admittance. This 
bridge correction was measured using a small capacitor shunted by 
| Watt resistors over a range of resistance values. A ll capacitance 
measurements were made at a frequency of 49 KHz,
4,2.4. Hall Effect Measurements
Hall effect measurements were made on clover leaf van de Pauw 
structures^39)  ^ go measurements could be made at each interval
following an isochronal annealing sequence at high temperature, 
highly doped contact regions were diffused into a p-type silicon 
substrate prior to implantation of the surface layer. Contact could 
then be made using metal probes. A lig h tly  doped p-type substrate 
(15£2cm) was necessary to minimise error due to depletion of charge by 
the layer-substrate junction. These layers were implanted following 
exactly the same chemical treatment described in 4.2,1 above. After 
implantation the samples were annealed in an evacuated phial at the 
lowest temperature in the annealing sequence before defining a clover 
leaf pattern using sand blasting. A perspex maslc was used so that 
the contact diffusions could be located visually and the mask rotated 
accordingly. I t  was found that at the low doses used, leakage 
between the surface layer and the substrate prevented Hall measure­
ments from being made at room temperature. Measurements were made, 
therefore, with the samples at 77°K. Only samples where the current 
between layer and substrate was less than 5% of that between contacts 
on the clover leaf were measured.
4.3 Directly Implanted Layers
4.3.1 Retention and p ro file  of antimony
The number of counts in the antimony peak recorded following 
backscattering with 1.5 MeV He^  from layers nominally implanted with.
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1 x 10 /cm of antimony are shown in Figure 4.2.
Measurements were made both before and after annealing at 750°C in
evacuated phials. Clearly, there is no indication of any loss of the
antimony during the high temperature annealing stage. Also shown in
Figure 4.2 is the number of counts calculated using Rutherford’ s 
(40)scattering formula which assumes a Coulomb interaction potential
and should be an excellent approximation for scattering of high energy 
4He particles. The measured number of counts tends to be lower than 
the calculated count, but overall agreement is good and suggests that 
the implanted dose in these samples is w ithin 15% of the nominal.
The measured count w il l  tend to underestimate the dose i f  the beam is 
not incident in a tru ly  random direction. The retention of antimony 
during annealing even when located close to the surface is  consistent 
with the observation of a high segregation coefficient for donor
impurities at the surface of s ilicon in the presence of a surface
(41)(42) . . .oxide . An oxide inevitably grows during exposure to the
atmosphere and effective ly encapsulates the surface during the high
temperature anneal. The high segregation coefficient with an oxide
is illus tra ted  in a very s trik ing way in Figure 4.3. In this
14 2experiment, a layer implanted with 1 x 10 /cm antimony at lOkeV was 
oxidised in  a furnace at 1000°C using oxygen gas bubbled through 
H^ O at 98°C. Backscattering measurements were made before (curve A) 
and after (curve B) oxidation to a thickness of 1200$ and again 
following removal of the thermally grown oxide using hydrofluoric 
acid (curve C). Comparison of curve A and B shows that no significants
loss of antimony occurred during oxide growth at 1000°C the antimony 
being shifted from within 100$ of the surface to a position at the
Saunas
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Si-SiO^ interface now 1200$ from the surface. The high segregation 
of antimony between the silicon and the oxide pushed the antimony 
ahead of the Si-SiO^ interface as the oxide grew. Following 
chemical removal of the oxide (curve C) 50% of the implanted antimony 
was present in the silicon. The number of s ilicon atoms in the oxide 
estimated from curve B showed that during oxidationapproximately 
500$ of the silicon substrate was consumed during growth of the 
thermal oxide.
The resolution of the surface barrier detector used in these 
experiments was measured to be - 16keV, which assuming a stopping 
power of 35eV/$ for 1.5MeV He4 in s i l ic o ? 4^  gives a depth resolution 
of - 200$ when backscattering is  done in the conventional way with the 
beam incident on the target in a direction close to the normal. This 
resolution is insuffic ient to enable one to determine properties of 
the antimony profiles - 100$ deep. Xn an attempt to circumvent this 
problem, backscattering was carried out at glancing incidence to the 
silicon surface. The potential advantages of such a technique are 
f ir s t ly  i t  should increase the depth resolution and secondly increase 
the sensitiv ity .
The geometry for backscattering at glancing incidence is
shown in Figure 4.4. I f  the beam penetrates to a depth t* normal to
4the surface then the path length of the incoming He beam incident at
an angle 0^  to the normal is  t ’ /cos 0^  and the number of backscattering
events is  proportional to 1/cos 0^. I f  AE is  the to ta l energy lost 
4by a He due to a backscattering event at a depth t  measured along the 
incoming trajectory, then i t  follows from the expression derived by 
B0gt?4^  that the energy loss AE and the penetration t ? measured 
normal to the surface are related by,

where s(E^ ) and s(Eg) are the mean stopping powers for the incoming
4and the outgoing He and k is  the fraction of energy transferred to 
the antimony atom during the backscattering event. I t  follows from
(4.1) that i f  AE is  the resolution of the detector then the depth
resolution + 0 as and 0^  -> 90°.
A comparison of backscattering spectra at 0^  = 0° and
0^  = 75° is  shown in Figure 4 , 5  for a sample implanted with 1 x 10^/
2 ocm Sb. at 15keV and annealed at 750 C for 15 mins. in a vacuum.
The maximum value of 0  ^ (- 77°) was determined by the mechanical
structure of the goniometer in the backscattering chamber. Clearly
there is  a major difference between the two spectra. The antimony
peak at 75° is  shifted to a lower energy (smaller channel number)
while the position of the leading edge of the second peak observed in
both spectra is unchanged. This indicates that the antimony peak is
below the silicon surface while the second impurity has a maximum
concentration at the surface. This la tte r point suggests that an
energy corresponding to the leading edge of the peak should be taken
to identify the impurity and indeed this edge is found to correspond
very well with that expected from copper, a well known contaminant in
silicon. The depth of the antimony peak below the surface can be
found using the energy difference between the two peaks. From (4.1)
AE = t ’K(0lS 02) 
and AE* = t*Kt (0{? ©£)
f ,But AE ™ AE = the energy difference between
55.
t? = t cos 0^ = AE
the peaks
s(E1)k s (Eg) 
cos 0  ^ cos ©„ (4.1)
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AE = — -  . . . .  (4.2)
K*-K
4where AE is the energy lost by a He backscattered from the peak of 
the pro file .
As well as indicating where the peaks of the impurity 
distributions occur, a comparison of the spectra show clearly that, as 
expected, backscattering at glancing incidence increases the depth 
resolution of the system. The copper pro file  changes from a vague 
hump at 0^  = 0° to a form resembling a diffusion p ro file  extending 
several hundred Angstroms into the silicon. The width of the 
antimony peak is almost doubled and therefore must re flec t the antimony 
p ro file  and not be completely determined by the detector resolution. 
From (4.1) with 0  ^ = 75°, 0  ^ = 45° and the resolution of the detector
AE = 16keV, the depth resolution is - 90$.
The insert in Figure 4.5“ compares the data at glancing 
incidence with a theoretical p ro file  based on the range data taken 
from Figure 2.2 at 15keV. The theoretical pro file  has been normalised 
to give the same number of counts. This comparison suggests that 
the peak of the antimony p ro file  is  deeper than the calculated p ro file . 
Assuming a Gaussian distribution to be representative of the p ro file , 
the standard deviation is  < 50$ (the pro file  must be deconvoluted to 
give a more accurate figu re ).
The backscattering results discussed in this section show
that loss of antimony during annealing of surface layers is
negligible and out diffusion of antimony during the annealing does 
not s ignificantly change the pro file  away from one having a d istribu­
tion of impurities about a maximum located below the surface. The 
assumption of a triangular potential d istribution when using
directly  implanted surface layers in conjunction with Schottky
barriers is  therefore expected to be a good one.
4.3.2 E lectrica l A ctiv ity
E lectrical measurements were made primarily with the aim of
determining the to ta l number of active impurities per unit area of
surface layer (yD) using Schottky barrier techniques described in 
Chapter Three.
The main features of two nickel Schottky diodes on lO^cm
epitaxial layers fabricated as described in  4.2.1 are shown in
Figure 4.6, The series resistance contributed by the epitaxial layer
was 75fi. Device A is  the reference while B has an implanted surface
layer. The barrier height of the reference is 0.59eV and in good
(29)agreement with that measured by Cowley and Sze . The presence of 
a surface layer in device B increases the surface fie ld  and the 
effective barrier height is lowered due to a larger image force and 
quantum mechanical tunnelling, through the barrier. I f  the surface 
layer is fu lly  depleted then the barrier height 0 is controlled by 
the to ta l number of active impurities in the surface layer and the 
intercept of the extrapolated forward characteristic should equal the 
saturated reverse current i f  leakage currents are
negligible (Figure 4,6). I f  current transport is purely thermionic 
emission over a potential barrier then the saturated reverse current 
is equal to in equation (3.5) while i f  i t  is  dominated by therm­
ionic fie ld  emission through a triangular potential barrier i t  w il l 
equal given by (3.20).
The saturated reverse current was measured for a range of 
implantation conditions and the surface fie ld  Eg deduced using the 
calculated curves (Figure 3.5) based on equation (3.20). The
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image force (section 3.2). The yD product calculated using (3.8) is
tabulated in Table 4.1. The tunnelling effective mass m *^ was taken 
to be 0,3me (Chapter S.ix) .
The assumption of a triangular potential p ro file  lowered by 
the image force tends to underestimate the surface fie ld  because the 
image force also rounds o ff the potential p ro file  and changes the 
tunnelling probability. ■ The yD product determined using equations 
derived in Chapter SifK which include this effect are also tabulated.
At higher doses where the surface layer was not fu lly
depleted at zero bias, the yD product was again calculated from the 
saturated reverse current. In these cases, the reverse current 
saturated when a small reverse voltage was applied to the diode. The 
ID product could also be calculated from the reverse voltage required 
to saturate the reverse current as described in section 3.4. Referring 
to Figure 4<7 the 5keV implant is fu lly  depleted at zero bias and the 
reverse current saturates at - 5kT/q. The 10 and 15 keV implants, 
however, saturate at - 0.34 and 0.5V respectively and using equation 
(3.27) above which assumes that the charge distribution is  symmetrically 
distributed about a mean range Rp, the yD product can be calculated 
(Table 4.1). The Rp values were taken from Figure 2.2,
In section 3.3 i t  was pointed out that the yD product for
a particular diode could be calculated from the sh ift in reverse bias
between this diode and a reference diode (no surface layer) at a
given current. An example of th is sh ift is shown in Figure 4 „8 . using 39cm
material
Using equation (3.21) the yD product can be calculated i f  the doping 
level in the substrate is  known and is uniform. The doping level 
used to calculate YD shown in Table 4.1 x^ as measured independently
effective height of the barrier was assumed to be lowered by the
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The yD product calculated from the capacitance sh ift 
assuming a symmetrical d istribu tion of charge is  also shown in 
Table 4.10 The calculation was made using (3.32) with taken from 
Figure 2.2. In practice i t  was found that no capacitance sh ift 
consistent with th is model could be obtained i f  the reverse currents 
were high (> 50pa for 100pm diameter diodes) and changes in the 
electron concentration with voltage were comparable with the positive 
space charge concentration.
I t  is apparent from Table 4.1 that except for the figures 
obtained from measurements at high reverse bias (column 4) the yD 
products calculated using the various approaches are in good agree­
ment. As expected, the yD product calculated using the more accurate 
potential p ro file  which includes the image force correction, is  
smaller than that calculated using a simple triangular potential 
p ro file . Assuming the implanted dose to he equal to the nominal dose,
the e lectrica l a c tiv ity  varies from a minimum of approximately 50%
12 2for 2 x 10 /cm at 51ceV to a maximum of approximately 90% for 
12 25 x 10 /cm at 151ceV. Because a ll previous work reported on 
antimony implanted layers in silicon has been carried out at both 
higher doses and higher e n e rg ie s ^  , there is nothing to compare this 
work with d irectly . The nearest situation known to the author is
f i i  \
that reported by Johansson and Meyer who found an ac tiv ity  of 
- 70% after annealing at 750°C a layer implanted with 1.5 x 10^/cm^ 
antimony at 40keV. I t  is  not clear why the a c tiv ity  calculated from 
the voltage sh ift between diodes at constant current is lower than that 
obtained from the other measurements. This measurement, however, was
the only one made under a large reverse bias where peripheral errors
due to the concentration of fie ld  lines around the periphery of the
diode can become important.
An attempt to obtain Hall effect measurements at doses below 
13 21 x 10 /cm proved unsuccessful because the current was dominated by
leakage between layer and substrate even at 77°K. Hall effect
measurements at 77°K on samples implanted with doses of 1 x lO^/cm2 
1,4 2and 1 x 10 /cm at lOkeV are shown in Figure 4. as a function of
14 2annealing temperature. At a dose of 1 x 10 /cm the concentration
of free electrons at 77°K was found to be insensitive to annealing
temperature down to 550°C with ac tiv ities  approaching 100% and a free
electron mobility - 100cm2/v.sec following an anneal at 750°C. This
behaviour is consistent with that expected at high doses where the
(42 )layer is amorphous following implantation . Recrystallrzation of 
the layer at about 600°C with high e lectric a c tiv ity  would, in this 
case produce a degenerate layer with a ll the shallow donor impurities 
ionised even at 77°K. For a dose of 1 x 10^/cm2 however, the 
ac tiv ity  increases gradually with annealing temperature and the free 
electron concentration is well below the antimony concentration. In 
this la tte r case, the free electron concentration is at least twenty 
times smaller and the layer is not degenerate. The Hall effect 
measurement w il l  therefore underestimate the number of shallow donors 
because not a ll w il l  be ionised at 77°K. This measurement thus gives 
a lower lim it to the e lectrica l ac tiv ity  of - 20% following a 750°C 
anneal. I t  should be pointed out that the Hall effect measurement 
gives information about the number of shallow donor levels while the 
Schottky barrier measurements include deep as well as shallow donor 
levels. Schottky barrier measurements are therefore more relevant 
for characterising surface layers,
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annealed over a range o f  temperatures.
In Chapter Two i t  is  pointed out that recoil implantation is
a potentially useful method of producing very shallow (=< lOoX) highly
doped surface layers in a semiconductor. To investigate this
technique,, recoil implantations were made using both heavy (krypton)
and ligh t (neon) gas atoms to recoil atoms from an antimony film  of
thickness in the range 100 to 40oX. In a ll cases, the surface
treatment just prior to antimony evaporation was the same (section
4.2.1). Following reco il implantation, the samples were annealed at
750°C in either an evacuated phial or a continuously pumped chamber.
The antimony film  sublimated from the surface when the samples reached
- 630°c during the heating up stage.
4A backscattered He spectrum from a sample recoil implanted 
using 1 x 10 /cm krypton and subsequently annealed at 750 C is shown 
in Figure 4.10. Also shown is  a reference sample which had been 
coated with antimony at the same time (200&) and annealed but not 
bombarded. I t  is  clear that the recoil implanted specimen gives two 
peaks, one corresponds very well with antimony as expected the other 
is  found to be due to krypton which remains in the s ilicon despite 
the 750°C anneal. I t  is  also apparent that some antimony is present 
at the surface of the reference sample following sublimation of the 
film . This was always found to be the case with typ ica lly  about one 
twentieth of a monolayer remaining on a reference after sublimation. 
The backscattering technique does not have suffic ient resolution or 
sensitiv ity  to d iffe rentia te between a small number of atoms on the 
surface and atoms which have diffused into the f ir s t  few monolayers 
of s ilicon. E lectrical measurements below, however, suggest that
4.4 Recoil Implanted Layers
4.4.1 Backscattering Measurements - Recoil Yield
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this 'background' antimony does not have a significant effect on the 
e lectrica l properties of surface layers formed by recoil implantation. 
Comparison of the two spectra shown in Figure 4.10 clearly indicates 
that recoil implantation has taken place and assuming for the moment 
that the low energy peak is  due to a ll the krypton used during the 
recoil implant, i t  is  apparent when comparing the area under each peak 
that the recoil yield is  approximately two atoms per incident ion.
Spectra taken from specimens of the same sample bombarded with 
different doses of krypton at 80keV are shown in Figure 4.11. The 
size of the antimony peak increases with dose presumably because more 
are recoil implanted. The size of the second peak at a lower energy 
also increases with krypton dose again strongly suggesting that i t  is 
caused by krypton retention. That the second peak is due to krypton 
is demonstrated conclusively in Figure 4.12 where samples have been 
recoiled at d ifferent energies. As the energy of the bombardment 
decreases the second peak moves to a higher energy corresponding to 
krypton at the surface of s ilicon. The data is therefore entirely 
consistent with a retention of the krypton which penetrates 
the antimony film . As the bombarding energy increases the krypton 
is retained at a greater depth in  the silicon substrate. The 
surface density of krypton calculated using Rutherford's scattering 
law suggests that a l l of the krypton x^hich penetrates the antimony 
film  is retained following the annealing treatment.
The number of counts under the antimony peak as a function
of krypton dose is  plotted in Figure 4.13. Clearly the number
2
recoiled into the s ilicon saturates at doses > 5 x 10 /cm . Radio­
tracer studies reported by Stroud et a l^ "^  showed similar 
behaviour when oxygen atoms were recoiled to form cermet structures.
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This effect was attributed to a condition which arises when the 
number of atoms recoiled into the substrate is high and approximately 
the same number of atoms cross the interface in the reverse and 
forward directions (backscattering) thereby maintaining a constant 
number of recoiled atoms in the substrate. At doses well below 
saturation, the number of recoiled atoms is proportional to the 
krypton dose with a recoil y ie ld of = 2 antimony atoms per incident 
krypton ion.
The number of antimony atoms recoiled using krypton bombard­
ment of a 200$ antimony film  and neon bombardment of a 275$ thick 
film  are shown as a function of incident ion energy in Figure 4.14. 
The number of counts at each energy (right hand scale) has been con­
verted into a surface density again using Rutherfords scattering 
formula. Also shown in this figure is the recoil yield calculated 
theoretically using equations (2.6) and (2.8) at high energies and 
(2.10) at low energies where most of the incident ion energy is 
deposited in the antimony film . The damage p ro file  parameters R^  
and ARp in (2.10) have been taken from data given by Sigmund and 
S a n d e r s W h e n  assuming « 150eV excellent agreement is found 
between theory and experiment. The recoil yield following neon 
bombardment is approximately nine times lower than that following 
krypton bombardment due to its  smaller cross section. I t  is also 
apparent that the insens itiv ity  of reco il yield to ion energy 
predicted by theory occurs when most of the ions are able to 
penetrate the film  .and enter the substrate. The value of E  ^ (150eV) 
required to obtain ^quantitative f i t  between theory and experiment 
is much higher than the threshold for atomic displacement (a 20eV) 
and suggests that antimony atoms which had just been able to cross
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implantation with Krypton and Neon at different 
energies, Also shown are the theoretical recoil 
yields calculated using ($ • & ) and C&l@) with
the interface (E < 150eV) into the s ilicon were removed during 
the sublimation. This is not unexpected because the antimony 
concentration in the f i r s t  one or two atomic layers w il l  be a 
substantial fraction of the to ta l atomic concentration. I t  is 
interesting to note that the antimony concentration calculated 
using (2.6) is greater than 10% of the to ta l atomic concentration 
for recoil energies less than 150eV.
4.4.2 E lectrical Properties
Backscattering measurements presented in section 4.4.1 showed 
that antimony atoms can be recoiled into silicon with efficiencies of 
- 2 atoms per incident krypton ion or =0.2 atoms per incident neon 
ion. I t  was also shown that for krypton at least, almost a ll the gas 
atoms implanted into the silicon remained there following an annealing 
treatment at 750°C. Furthermore there was a residual antimony count 
after removing the antimony layer by sublimation without any recoil 
bombardment. E lectrical assessment of these layers, therefore, 
should attempt to find out whether there is any other major effects 
determining the e lectrica l properties of the surface layers apart from 
those due to the recoiled impurities.
Schottky barrier characteristics of reference layers on lOftcm
n-type silicon are shown in Figure 4.15. Sample A had no treatment,
o 1^* 2sample B had been annealed at 750 G after, bombardment with 2 x 10 /cm
krypton at 801ceV (no antimony layer) and sample C had been annealed
at 750°C in a vacuum to remove an antimony layer 200$ thick by
sublimation. Comparison of A and C shows that the residual antimony
found in backscattering measurements does not introduce donor levels
in suffic ient numbers to lower the barrier height. To the contrary,
the effective barrier height is s ligh tly  higher. I t  is  not clear
why this should be so but it could be due to the introduction of a
IFig,4 IS Reference d \ o d m
bombard rvwft
voltage fV | volts 
eleetried ©ff&ets
small number of acceptors at the surface which would increase the 
barrier height in the manner described in section 5.3 below. Follow­
ing krypton bombardment, however, (curve B) the reverse characteristic • 
does not saturate u n til a reverse bias of about 2.2V is applied. Two 
possible explanations of this characteristic are f i r s t ly  that deep 
centres are introduced by the krypton bombardment which increase the 
leakage current of the reverse biased diode and secondly, donor levels 
are introduced which increase the surface fie ld  and reduce the barrier 
height as described above. Independent experiments on silicon 
samples bombarded with neon and annealed in the same way (Figure 4.16) 
strongly suggest that donors are introduced following krypton bombard­
ment. Excess donors symmetrically distributed about the neon range 
were found following neon bombardment. I f  a similar situation arises 
with krypton then the magnitude of the reverse current when i t  
saturates and the reverse bias required to achieve th is saturation 
should be consistent with the treatment of symmetrical d istributions
as described in section 3.4.2. This is  indeed found to be the case,
12approximately 3 x 10 donors distributed about a range corresponding
to 80keV krypton in silicon (450$.) are found to account for the
observed characteristics. Fortunately, bombardment with inert gas
ions is a very ine ffic ien t way of introducing donors and at doses
13 2used in recoil implantation below (~ 1 x 10 /cm for krypton) the 
effect does not dominate the e lectrica l properties of the layer. I t  
does however introduce an interference and together with presence of 
gas atoms degrades the quality of the layer and the abruptness of the 
donor p ro file . The situation following recoil implantation with 
krypton or neon is  shown schematically in Figure 4.17.
compensating centres are introduced during the process either by
contamination of the surface or by gettering action of the radiation
damage. Heavy metals such as copper and gold diffuse easily at the
annealing temperatures used and i t  is known that damage created during
inert gas bombardment w il l  act as gettering centres for these 
. . (49)impurities „ The presence of copper and gold was detected using 
backscattering in samples annealed with the Schottky diodes shown in 
Figure 4.18. The reverse current of these diodes made on 15^ cm N/N+ 
epitaxial layers increased with neon dose indicating that the barrier 
height had been lowered by an e lec trica lly  active surface layer but 
the forward characteristic was badly degraded and suggested that a 
resistive layer was present in series with the barrier. The diodes 
were found to breakdown in the forward direction at - 3V, These 
effects could be due to a highly compensated region extending over the 
range where the neon deposited its  energy.
In view of these factors, diode arrays were made with a 
heavily doped N+ diffused phosphorus grid around each diode. A 
phosphorus diffusion is  'known to getter out impurities such as copper 
from the surrounding silicon thereby leaving the diode region free 
from th is contaminant before recoil implantation. I t  was also con­
sidered prudent to concentrate on krypton because having a higher 
recoil yield than neon, both the number of gas atoms implanted into 
the silicon and the to ta l energy dissipated during the reco il process 
are smaller.
Current voltage characteristics of gettered Schottky diodes having 
surface layers formed by recoil implantation of antimony from a film  200$ 
thick using krypton are shown in Figure 4.19. The film  thickness is
A further complication can arise if significant numbers of
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the same as that used in the backscattering measurements shown in 
Figure 4.14. The krypton energy (80keV) was chosen to l ie  in the 
energy range giving the maximum recoil yie ld. Good current satura­
tion is observed in the reverse direction with the effective barrier 
height decreasing with increasing krypton dose and there is no 
evidence of excess series resistance in the forward direction.
Except at the lowest dose, however, the reverse characteristics do 
not saturate at a voltage of ~ 5kT/q because a ta i l  of donor impurities 
remain undepleted at zero bias. According to recoil theory (Chapter 
Two) the ta i l  of the antimony d istribution (Figure 2.5) should decrease
in depth with decreasing krypton energy. This is indeed found to be
13 2 .the case; for a dose of 1 x 10 /cm the 80keV and 50keV characteristics
saturate at = 1.0V and =0.5 volts respectively. The similar
e lectrica l ac tiv ities  of these two layers is consistent with Figure
4.14 which shows that the density of recoiled antimony d iffe rs by
only 15%.
I t  was suggested in section 3.2.2 that the potential 
pro file  following recoil implantation might best be described by a 
parabolic potential barrier. I t  is apparent from Figure 4,9 , 
however, that the ta i l  of the d istribution plays a major role in 
determining the magnitude of the surface fie ld  when the surface 
layer is fu lly  depleted. This probably arises because a small 
amount of diffusion takes place during the annealing treatment.
In these circumstances the potential p ro file  is  more accurately 
described by a triangular potential barrier (3.15).
Assuming a triangular potential p ro file , the net surface
densities of donors in these recoil implanted layers, calculated
*from the saturated reverse current and Figure 6,2 with m = 0.3me
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are plotted in Figure 4.20. Also shown is the surface density 
of antimony atoms assuming the same recoil yield at low doses.
I t  is seen that the net donor ac tiv ity  accounts for = 15% of the 
recoiled antimony atoms following an annealing treatment at 750°C.
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5.1 Introduction
In Chapter Three the Schottky barrier was established as a 
useful tool for assessing surface layers. In this chapter the vice 
versa situation is  considered where surface layers are used to change 
the properties of Schottky diodes in an advantageous way. In 
particular we shall be concerned with controlling the effective 
barrier height without degrading any other characteristic of the 
diode o
I t  has been noted that several factors determine the height 
of a Schottky barrier . These include the work function d iffe r­
ence- between the metal and the semiconductor, the d istribu tion of
(29 )interface states, the nature of the in te rfac ia l layer and the 
e lectric fie ld  at the semiconductor surface. While in principle i t  
should be possible to produce a range of barrier heights, in practice 
the choice of metal is  lim ited by chemical and mechanical considera­
tions and the barrier height tends to be determined by properties of 
the interface thereby reducing the f le x ib i l i ty  of the system. I t  has 
been shown above, however, that surface layers can be formed which 
enable one to control the sign and magnitude of the space charge 
associated with a Schottky diode and hence the e lectric f ie ld  at the 
surface. I f  the surface layer is heavily doped, the surface fie ld  
can be increased to such an extent that carriers are able to tunnel 
through the harrier e ffective ly lowering its  height. On the other 
hand, i t  is shotm below that i f  a surface layer is provided with a 
dopant of the opposite type to that in the substrate, the effective 
barrier height can be increased. The results presented below show
CHAPTER 5
THE APPLICATION OF SURFACE LAYERS TO THE SCHOTTKY BARRIER
that surface layers in the Schottky barrier system enable barrier 
heights to be controlled over a wide range and bring considerable 
f le x ib i l i ty  to the system.
5.2 Reducing the Effective Barrier Height
5.2.1 General Features
From a practical point of view, any technique for reducing 
the effective height of a Schottky barrier should not seriously 
degrade other characteristics of the diode. Good current saturation 
in the reverse direction is required in most cases, there should be 
no serious reduction in breakdown voltage, the idea lity  factor should 
not be degraded and in some applications there should not be a large 
increase in diode capacitance.
In general, the surface fie ld  E is a function of appliedb
bias and consequently good current saturation, in the reverse direction 
can only be achieved on lig h tly  doped substrates. A highly doped 
substrate w ill reduce the barrier height but the reverse characteristic 
is seriously degraded. Clearly i f  one wishes to control the barrier 
height using the surface fie ld  an ideal barrier would be one where 
the fie ld  is su ffic ien tly  high to affect the barrier height but is 
insensitive to both forward and reverse bias. This w ill indeed be 
the case when forming a surface layer which is fu lly  depleted with no 
bias across the barrier, The surface fie ld  is determined by the 
to ta l number of ionised impurities in the layer and w il l  be insensitive 
to bias as long as the layers remain fu lly  depleted.
Current-voltage characteristics of Ni-Si diodes having surface 
layers formed using direct implantation of lOkeV antimony are shown 
in Figure 5,1. Circular diodes 100pm in diameter were fabricated on 
lOftcm N/N+ substrates in  the manner described in Chapter Four. The
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series resistance was 75£2. Except for the highest dose shown
12 2(5 x 10 /cm curve D) the reverse current saturated at = -5kT/q as
expected from the current equation (3.6) and the same effective
barrier height was obtained from forward and reverse characteristics.
This showed that a ll the implanted impurities were depleted at zero
12 2bias. At a dose of 5 x 10 /cm', however, a small reverse bias was
needed before the current saturated and the surface layer was fu lly  
depleted. Consequently, the barrier height in the forward direction 
was s ligh tly  higher than that in the reverse direction and the reverse 
characteristic was degraded from an ideal situation. The idea lity  
factor n of the implanted diodes was - 1.05.
The details of current transport across a barrier with a high 
surface fie ld  are discussed in Chapter Three. Current transport 
changes from thermionic emission over the barrier at low surface 
fie lds to thermionic fie ld  (tunnelling) emission at high fie lds .
Here we have defined the effective barrier height to be that barrier 
height which would give the same current density using the standard 
Schottky diode equation (3.6) which assumes a ll current transport to 
be thermionic emission over a barrier.
The change in effective barrier height of a nickel barrier 
as a function of dose is  shown in Figure 5„2 for surface layers 
implanted at 15, 10, and 5keV. Clearly the shallower the surface
layer, the greater the change in barrier height which can be obtained 
without any degradation of the reverse characteristic. Layers 
implanted at 5keV for example enable the barrier height to be 
lowered by 0.15eV. When reducing the forward barrier height by 0.2eV, 
however, the layer is  not fu lly  depleted at zero bias and the 
saturated current in the reverse direction is higher than i t  need be.
5.2.2 Maximum Range of Barrier Lowering 
I t  was shown in Chapter Three that a d irectly  implanted 
impurity d istribution leads to a particu larly simple solution of 
Poisson’ s equation and the voltage V  ^ required to deplete a surface 
layer is  proportional to the surface density of impurities and their 
mean depth below the surface. When implanting a surface layer into 
a lig h tly  doped substrate, the layer w il l  be fu lly  depleted when
qyD R^
Y - i Y -  - -Es ®p •••• (5a>0
and i t  follows that for any symmetrical d istribu tion of charge around 
Rp the maximum surface fie ld  occurs when the b u ilt- in  potential of the 
barrier is  just capable of depleting the surface layer.
ESM R  ^ * ' 0# 5^o2^
The maximum reduction in barrier height for a given R^  (implant energy) 
without degradation of the reverse current is  shown in Figure 5.3 for 
d ifferent values of V^. The change of barrier as a function of 
surface fie ld  was calculated assuming a triangular barrier as dis­
cussed in Chapter Three. The tunnelling effective mass m2* was taken 
to be 0.3me (Chapter Six). In the particular case of nickel barriers 
on lOilcm silicon , is 0.3V and the experimental points corresponding 
to Figure 5.2 are found to be in good agreement with theoretical 
predictions.
The model above breaks down when the mean range is less than 
30$ and a significant fraction of the implanted impurities l ie  within 
the tunnelling range, leading to a complicated barrier shape.
Fig. S.S The ma x i m u m  reduction in barrier height without 
degradation of the reverse, ehersefegrisfcie. V© is 
ihi built in potential. The theory is invalid in 
th© shaded * tunnel line1 region.tsJ to*
to lower the effective height of a gold barrier on 109cm n-type
silicon (q0„ = 0.8eV , W = 0.5V) by - 0.3eV, the maximum value ofJd 1)
Rp which can be used is  - 40$ which corresponds to a maximum energy
of - 5keV when using antimony to form the surface layer.
5.2.3 Reverse Breakdown Voltage
The fie ld  at the surface of a Schottky barrier on the more
.highly doped surface layers where the barrier lowering is large is
considerably greater than the avalanche breakdown fie ld  in bulk
silicon (= 4 x 10~V/cm^^). As a consequence, one might expect the
reverse breakdown voltage to be seriously degraded. I t  can be argued,
however, that for the optimum case considered in this work where the
surface layer is  fu lly  depleted at zero bias, the breakdown voltage
w ill be insensitive to the presence of a surface layer, at least for
£
surface fie lds <- 2,0 x 10 V/cm when breakdown occurs due to band to 
band tunnelling (Zener breakdown).
Referring to Figure 5.4, the argument is as follows. Consider 
a surface layer produced by direct implantation with mean range Rp.
The maximum fie ld  w ill he V /^Rp and w ill occur when the layer is just 
depleted by the b u ilt in potential. The to ta l potential drop in the 
high fie ld  region which extends to a depth of - Rp is Vp and the 
maximum energy gained, by an electron moving from metal to semiconductor 
over the barrier w il l be qVp. To form a bole-electron pair, a carrier 
must have an energy of at least E the band gap of the semiconductor.Cr
When a reverse bias is applied, the fie ld  in the substrate adjoining 
the surface layer and the surface fie ld  w ill increase by the same 
amount (AE) and the potential drop in the high fie ld  region increases.
It follows from Figure 5.3 that if, for example, one wishes

The effective barrier height, however, w il l  be lower due to tunnelling. 
Referring to the simplified tunnelling model discussed in section (3.2.1) 
and a tunnelling constant a, the maximum energy Z gained by a carrier 
tunnelling through the barrier at the most probable energy into the 
high fie ld  region is
Z * q(ESM + AE) (RP “  °° **”  (5*3)
and substitution for gives,SM
Z « q(VD + Rp AE) <1 -  f - )  •••• (5.4)
(Rp > a)
1 where AE is the fie ld  in the substrate adjoining the surface layer. 
Examination of (5.4) with typical values inserted shows that even when 
the reverse voltage is  increased to such an extent that the fie ld  in 
the bulk approaches bulk breakdown values, the energy gained by a 
typical carrier in the high fie ld  surface region does not dominate 
the breakdown process. For example with V  ^ = 0.5V and R^  = 100$,
= 5 x 103V/cm. With a = 25$ the maximum energy gained by a
carrier is - 0.4eV. When reverse biasing the diode so that the
fie ld  in the substrate adjoining the surface layer is close to its  
breakdown value the fie ld  at the surface is  = 8 x 103V/cm and Z is 
- 0.6eV. These arguments suggest, therefore, that the breakdown 
voltage is  insensitive to the presence of a surface layer.
This deduction is supported by experimental evidence presented 
in Figure 5.5 which shows the reverse characteristics of various 
Schottky diodes on.either lOficm N/N+ epitaxial substrates or 2.5£2cm 
substrates. I t  is  noticeable that the onset of breakdown occurs in 
approximately the same voltage range for a given substrate and is  
independent of the presence of a surface layer. Diodes made on

2.59cm substrates bad a much lower breakdown voltage (- 20V) than one 
would expect on this material. Diodes on 109cm N/N+ epitaxial layers, 
however, were particu larly useful for estimating the breakdown fie ld . 
The 109cm layers being only 6um thick were fu lly  depleted at - 10 
volts and thereafter the depletion layer was clamped at the N/N+ 
boundary and the surface f ie ld  increased proportionally with voltage. 
The treatment of tunnelling through a triangular barrier (Figure 3.5) 
given in Chapter Three shows that the current should increase exponent­
ia lly  with surface fie ld  and hence with voltage in this case. This 
was indeed found to happen. The reverse current of diodes having 
surface layers where current transport was dominated by tunnelling, 
increased exponentially in the voltage range 10-70 volts. Above 70V 
departure from this behaviour was taken to indicate the onset of
breakdown. The increase in surface fie ld  for these structures under
570V reverse bias was - 2 x 10 V/cm which compares favourably with the
5calculated breakdown value of 3-4 x 10 V/cm on lig h tly  doped 
(51 )substrates .
5.3 Increasing the Height of a Schottky Barrier
5,3.1 Barrier Raising Model
So far this section has been concerned with n-type surface 
layers in n-type substrates where they have been used to increase the 
surface fie ld  and reduce the effective barrier to n-type material.
I f ,  however, a surface layer is provided vrith a dopant of the opposite 
type to that in the substrate, band bending due to the space charge 
in the surface layer is expected to increase the effective barrier 
height to majority carriers moving between metal and semiconductor.
As an introduction to the model, we shall f i r s t  consider 
the situation where a small number of donors are introduced into a
narrow region within the bulk of a uniformly doped p-type substrate 
material as shown in Figure 5.6. Assuming there are insuffic ient 
donors to form an n-p junction and a ll the impurities are depleted 
the presence of the positive space charge introduces band bending and 
there w ill be a barrier of height to hole flow. Solution of 
Poisson’ s equation in this situation gives
VT T  « nd22ee
i_ + L_
na nd . (5.5)
which when 1SL >> N4 becomes D A
qNc
V.D 8ec Na o A
. (5.6)
where Ng = i s the number of impurities per un it surface area of
the n-type region.
For band bending to be significant must be greater than
lcT and
9 8ee N.kT
V  > q « D  ^  V . (5.7)
Equations (5.6) and (5.7) show that transition from
detectable band bending to a p~n junction occurs over a narrow range
1 1 2  1 5 3of Ng (o „8A 5 x 10 /cm for = 5 x 10 /cm ). Furthermore, when
>> N^, Vp depends only on the to ta l number of impurities in the
n-type region and not on its  thickness.
Let us now consider the case when the thin n-type region is
at the surface of the semiconductor bounded on one side by a p-type
substrate and on the other by a metal-semiconductor Schottky barrier.
I t  was noted in Chapter Three that the height of the barrier at the
semiconductor surface is
S.fe A  thin region ©f donor impurities within a 
p-type substrate in thermal equilibrium.
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independent of the Fermi level in the semiconductor. The barrier to 
hole flow is therefore unchanged by the presence of an n-type surface 
layer (Figure 5.7) and the potential at the surface is pinned at a 
value 0 . I f  the doping in the n-type layer is above a certain minimum
value, however, a potential maximum occurs within the surface layer and
the effective barrier height 0' for holes is increased.D
From Figure 5.7
0_ = V^  + 0„ -  AV + V„B D S F (5.8)
where V„ is an applied forward bias (positive). Using L_.0 + L . = t ,r rZ rl
the band bending V^  from the potential maximum (for holes) assuming
the layer to be depleted of electrons is related to the thickness t of
the layer via the expression
2eeoVDNA
12 2ee AV ' 0
12
qND® - ^  j qND j
,0.0. (5.9)
where AV is the increase in barrier height. I t  follows that the 
threshold surface concentration of active impurities N below which 
there w il l  be no increase in barrier height (AV ■+ o) is ,
qN( . (5.10)
For surface densities well above th is threshold and KL »  N (5.9)D A
reduces to
AV ~ 2ee
r2qN,
~  < w v .... (5.11)
Fig.S."? B a n d  bending at the surface ©f a p-type
semiconductor due t© a d©n©r surface layer.
The effective barrier height t© hales Is increased.
Equation (5.11) shows that for a given concentration of 
donors in the surface layer, the increase in barrier height is very 
sensitive to the thickness of the layer. Forward bias on the 
barrier w il l increase AV while reverse bias (V is negative) w ill decrease 
AV. Clearly th is la tte r phenomenon w il l  have a deleterious effect 
on the diode characteristic, increasing the idea lity  factor in the 
forward direction and degrading the reverse characteristic.
The change in barrier height with bias calculated with t  as 
a parameter is shown in Figure 5.8. has been adjusted to give
the same increase in barrier height of zero bias (o.3eV). I t  is seen 
that changes in barrier height with applied bias are greater as the 
thickness of the layer increases. The shallower the layer, the
closer one gets to the characteristic of an ideal diode.
(27)The idea lity  factor n of a Schottky diode is
q dv ~ /i , dAV$ 1 /c i o\
n kT d(InJ) ( ' dV <5*12>1?
From (5.11)
n - qNA i  ' _1
1 "
(5.13)
For the parameters given in Figure 5.8 n is  - 1.01 at t  = 50$ 
increasing to - 1.08 for t  = 500$.
5.3.2 Increasing the Barrier Height using Directly 
Implanted Surface Layers
The band diagram corresponding to Schottky barriers on a 
p-type substrate having a shallow n-type layer formed by direct ion 
implantation is  shown in Figure 5.9 along with a schematic repres­
entation of the impurity p ro file . Curve A corresponds to a zero
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surface field following implantation of a threshold dose below 
which there will be no increase in effective barrier height. is
given by equation (5.10) above where yD = N and N >> N.. The
O u  * D  A
effect of increasing the dose above is illustrated by curve B.
'If 1SL >> N, and D >> D the potential maximum for holes occurs close D . A o r
to the layer substrate boundary and it follows from above (section 
3.4.2) that when assuming a symmetrical charge distribution the 
increase in barrier height is
AV = qyD ^  .... (5.14)
eeo
As the doping concentration in the layer increases, the effective 
barrier height increases until the Fermi level comes within a few kT 
from the conduction band edge and an n-p junction is formed. This 
condition where the n-type layer is not fully depleted of electrons 
is represented schematically by curve C.
Current voltage measurements on 400pm diameter Ni-Si Schottky 
diodes prepared in the manner described in Chapter Four on 0»4ficm 
p-type substrates and implanted with antimony at 5keV are shown in 
Figure 5.10. A low energy implant was chosen to minimise the degrada­
tion of the ideality factor as discussed above. Moderately doped 
p-type material was used to prevent inversion under the passivating 
oxide. Clearly, the presence of the implanted surface layer increases 
the effective barrier height, the reverse current ranging over four 
orders of magnitude. It is also apparent that the ideality factor 
increases in qualitative agreement with the model outlined in section 
5.3.1. The ideality factor at the highest dose (= 1.3) compares 
favourably with that calculated (1.15) assuming a uniformly doped
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Fig.5.10 Characteristics of MfeSi barriers ©n p-type substrate 
material. The solid line is the reverse characteristic and the 
dashed the forward characteristic. (A) reference (B)lxlO^ 
Sb/ertF (e) 2k  IO12 Sb/ern2 (b)5Kl012 Sb/cm2 and (S) I xIO*8 Sfo/cm^.
surface layer (equation 5.13) when remembering that the actual profile 
is Gaussian and is probably modified by a small tail on the distribu­
tion. A tail on the distribution would, of course, increase the 
ideality factor.
The effective barrier heights for holes determined from the
characteristics using the Schottky equation (3.6) are shown in
13 2Figure 5.11. For a dose of 10 antimony atoms/cm the barrier
height for holes increased from the unimplanted reference value of
0.49eV to 0.74eV. Figure 5.11 also includes data taken from Figure 5.2
concerned with lowering the barrier to electrons on n-type material.
The combination of these results shows that surface layers in the
Schottky barrier system enable barrier heights to be controlled over a
wide range and bring considerable flexibility to the system.
It is interesting to note that as one would expect
the sum of the reference barrier heights on n and p type material
(1.08eV) is close to the band gap of silicon (1.15eV).
Fig. 5.11 T h e  effective barrier height for holes in 
substrates and electrons in n-type Subi 
a i a  function of the n u m b e r  rf antimony
CHAPTER 6
When current transport is dominated by quantum mechanical 
tunnelling through the potential barrier then the magnitude of the 
current for a given surface field is dependent upon the tunnelling 
effective mass (ny*). The lower the effective mass, the higher the 
tunnelling probability and the greater the effective barrier lowering. 
It is therefore necessary to know what this effective mass is if one 
is to relate the magnitude of the current -to the activity of a surface 
layer (section 3.2) and calculate the maximum amount by which a 
barrier can be lowered without degradation of the reverse character­
istic (section 5.2.2).
Both energy and transverse momentum have to be conserved 
during the tunnelling process and for a carrier tunnelling between 
metal and semiconductor the situation is complicated because the 
effective masses are different in the two materials. When including 
the image force correction, however, (Figure 6.1) tunnelling occurs 
completely within the semiconductor and the magnitude of the current 
is determined by the effectiye mass in the semiconductor in the 
direction of current flow.
In general the .effective mass in the direction of the
- t • (54) currentJis
2. ,h .2 , d E / r -t \
m2 " ^  / ~ 2 (6,1)dk
J
where k^ is the component of the wave vector ii the direction of J.
In silicon, the energy minima are ellipsoidal in k space with the 
principal axes along the <100> directions. For ellipsoidal energy 
surfaces becomes^
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principle axes of the constant energy ellipsoid and m, m and m
x  y  z
are the components of the effective mass tensor.
(52)Values for m^* have been calculated by Crowell for the
<111> and <100> directions in-silicon. The six ellipsoidal energy
surfaces are equivalent in the <111> direction with effective mass
m * = 0.26m .2 e
Although these values of the effective mass are appropriate 
in bulk silicon, it is not clear whether they can be used to predict 
the magnitude of the current passing through a potential barrier of 
known shape located within the first few atomic layers at the surface. 
Furthermore, other effects such as internal reflection in the semi­
conductor at the metal surface may have a significant effect on the 
current transport.
The unique potential profile arising from the use of 
directly implanted surface layers gives a favourable situation for 
measuring the effective mass experimentally. This is because one 
does not have to know the doping concentration and distribution at 
the surface of the semiconductor. The potential profile is determined 
solely by the implant located well below the surface (e.g. 100$). 
Furthermore, the magnitude of the surface field is insensitive to the 
doping level in the substrate. The use of a directly implanted 
surface layer in a lightly doped substrate enables one to neglect any 
redistribution of substrate impurity which inevitably occurs at the 
surface and it is a good approximation to assume that the potential 
profile is triangular with an image force correction, the magnitude of
where 1, m and n are the direction cosines of J relative to the
the field being determined b.y the total space charge in the surface 
layer.
A specific example of such a profile is shown in Figure 6.1,
12 2The net donor activity is assumed to be 5 x 10 /cm . The potential 
profile including the image force correction is given by,
. (6.3)
where Ec is the surface field (negative) and V is measured relative to 
the conduction band edge in the substrate. Assuming the W.K.B. 
tunnelling approximation (3.14) the tunnelling probability is
x0 f 2
D(u) - exp - ~ (2*1*2*)5 (q*B " vf -— + qE x16llee x S u)2dx .... (6.4)
and for a Maxwellian distribution of electrons incident on the 
barrier, the current density due to tunnelling through a triangular 
barrier with image force correction becomes using (3.13)
x„,qV 2qV m
MqkT * j s m « exp4 ,3 ih kT
exp B 16IIee x o
+ qEgX - u[ dxdu . (6.5)
where x is the depth of the potential maximum.
xm 16IIee E_ o S
(6.6)
The current density calculated using (6.5) is shown in 
Figure 6.2 for several values of Experimental points relating
the current to the surface field determined from reverse bias and 
capacitance measurements on Schottky diodes with directly implanted 
surface layers are also plotted in Figure 6.2. The experimental error 
is due to uncertainty in the range of the implant. The best fit to 
the experimental data (dashed curve) gives a tunnelling effect mass of
0.3 ± O.lm^ in <111> silicon which is in excellent agreement with the 
calculated value of 0.26me given above.
It is therefore concluded that a good first order calcula­
tion of the current density in Schottky barriers on directly implanted 
layers can be made assuming the W.K.B. tunnelling approximation with 
the appropriate effective mass for bulk silicon in the direction of 
current flow.
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6,2 Comparison between calculated and m e a s u r e d  current 
density due to thermionic field emission. T h e  parameter 
m ^ i s  the tunnelling effective mass.
It has been shown that surface layers capable of controlling 
the electric field at the surface of a semiconductor over a wide range 
can be formed by ion implantation. In particular, antimony doped 
surface layers may be formed using either direct or recoil implantation.
Schottky barrier techniques have been developed for the 
electrical assessment of these surface layers which are typically less 
than 150$ deep. If the surface layer is fully depleted of free charge 
then the electrical field at the surface is determined by the total 
number of implanted impurities which are electrically active. Consequently 
the activity of a surface layer can be determined from the current 
which passes through the barrier if its dependence on electric field 
is known. This approach is particularly useful in the case of 
directly implanted layers where the potential profile at the surface 
can be assumed to be triangular. Apart from the electrical activity 
of the surface layer, the only unknown in the equation for the current 
passing through such a barrier derived assuming the W.K.B. tunnelling 
approximation is the tunnelling effective mass (ny*)• This effective 
mass may be measured separately by taking advantage of the unique 
situation which arises when making barriers on directly implanted layers.
The value of m * in <111> silicon is estimated to be 0.3 ± 0.1 m .2 e
This is in excellent agreement with calculations based on the accepted 
configuration of ellipsoidal energy surfaces for electrons in silicon,
A further important feature which can be used in assessment 
techniques is that the voltage required to deplete charge distributed 
symmetrically about a given depth below the surface is proportional 
to the product of the total amount of charge in the distribution and 
the depth and is independent of the shape of the distributions. This 
simple property is particularly useful when assessing directly 
implanted layers.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
Electrical activities determined using these assessment 
techniques on layers implanted directly at energies between 5 and 15 keV 
are found to be in the range 50% to 90% following annealing at 750°C. 
There is no significant loss or out diffusion of the antimony during 
the annealing stage, the peak of the profile remaining below the 
surface (= 120$ for lOkeV sb). In the case of recoil implanted layers, 
approximately two antimony atoms per incident krypton atom remain in 
the silicon after removal of the antimony by sublimation in a vacuum.
This falls to approximately 0.2 atoms per incident ion when using neon 
bombardment. The ratio of these yields is in good agreement with 
theoretical predictions based on slowing down via hard core collisions. 
Good quantitative agreement between theory and experiment is found when 
using a minimum recoil energy of 150eV and assuming that recoiled atoms 
which cross the interface with energies less than 150eV are removed 
during sublimation. Electrical activities of approximately 15% have 
been measured in recoil implanted layers following an annealing treat­
ment at 750°C. These activities are lower than those measured on 
directly implanted layers and there is interference due to excess 
donor activity arising from the inert gas bombardment. All the krypton 
implanted into the silicon during recoil implantation is found to be 
retained following the annealing treatment but it is not clear whether 
the presence of the gas atoms in the silicon is responsible for the 
excess donor activity.
As expected, the Rutherford backscattering technique is a 
powerful tool for giving information about the surface density of 
impurities in a surface layer, particularly in the case of antimony in 
silicon where the impurities are very much heavier than the host atoms.
A very useful extension of this technique giving increased sensitivity 
and depth resolution can be made by backscattering at glancing incidence.
Also, by comparing spectra at different angles of incidence the depth 
and distribution of impurities can be determined relative to the surface 
and impurities unambiguously identified.
It is possible to control the effective height of a Schottlcy 
barrier over a wide range using surface layers and considerable 
flexibility is brought to the system. The barrier height is reduced 
by increasing the surface field to such an extent that current trans­
port is dominated by quantum mechanical tunnelling through the barrier. 
The barrier height of a Ni-Si Schottky diode having a built in 
potential of 0.3 volts has been reduced in this way using directly 
implanted 5keV antimony from its reference value of 0.59eV to = 0.36eV 
without any degradation of the reverse characteristic. It is calcul­
ated that the barrier height of a metal on silicon having a built in 
potential of 0.7 volts can be lowered by = 0.4eV using 5keV antimony. 
Although the surface fields are much higher in some instances than 
those required for breakdown in bulk silicon, the potential drop in
the high field region is small (< E /q) and consequently the reverseCj
breakdown voltages of these Schottky diodes are insensitive to the 
presence of the surface layer.
Reduction of the barrier height of a Schottky diode may also 
he obtained using recoil implanted surface layers. For this 
application, however, recoil implanted layers produced in this work 
are inferior to those produced by direct implantation for two reasons. 
Firstly, there is interference from the inert gas bombardment and 
secondly there is a tail on the recoiled impurity distribution which 
degrades the reverse characteristic of the diode.
An increase in barrier height is effected by using a surface 
layer the doping of which is opposite to that in the substrate. In 
this situation band bending at the surface gives a potential profile
with a maximum inside the semiconductor surface. It can be shown 
that the thinner the surface layer the closer one should get to an 
ideal current-voltage characteristic. Using directly implanted 
layers at 5 keV this technique has been applied to the Ni-Si Schottky 
system on p-type silicon and the barrier height increased in a 
controlled way from 0.49 eV to 0.74 eV. These results suggest that 
it should be possible to make high barriers to p-type silicon for a 
wide range of metals when using surface layers to control the surface 
field. This feature is particularly significant because no metal 
giving a reproducible, high barrier to p-type silicon has yet been 
found.
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